WKCC on the River Spey (September/October 2017)
I have been asked to do a write-up of my maiden multi-day river trip with the club north of the border so that
others contemplating joining a similar a trip in the future might have a better idea of what to expect. So here
goes….
My initial thought after saying, “yes” was, “Whatever am I letting myself in for?” My lightweight camping skills
were well-honed during a previous life as a mountaineer but although I’d done multi-day trips by canoe on flat
water, and a few short trips on the Wye and Usk and even out on the sea, I had yet to do a multi-day trip in a
loaded touring boat on a grade 2 river. Oh well, it was too late to worry, I was packed up and ready to go. My
seven companions had all done the river before and were well practised in all sorts of rescue techniques so what
was the worst that could happen?
Working out exactly what gear to take and what to leave behind had taken quite a lot of thought. At the eleventh
hour, seeing that the forecast a few days ahead mentioned storm Aileen heading in from the Atlantic, I panicked
and took my drysuit off the ‘don’t really need it pile’ and squeezed that in too. (This proved to be dead weight along
with the newly purchased water filtration system). Lightweight tent; tarp; sleeping bag and mat; changes of clothes;
paddling gear; and four days food; all packed into two barrels and a medium sized waterproof bag. I was quite
pleased but I was to be far from the lightest weight packer on the trip. Well, these guys had had several years of
trip experience honing their packlite boating skills.
Pre-trip photos were even being posted of super-duper classy spray decks. So as not to feel under-equipped I
spent an afternoon running up a similar device of my own from scraps at home. I was particularly proud of the
little hole left in it to accommodate my wind flag. No one else had one of these! It wasn’t the neatest one on
show but it cost me nothing and did the job pretty well, at least it did once supplemented by a discarded tent pole
scavenged courtesy of Paul from a bin at the launch site.
The night before setting off we loaded the trailer with all 8 boats and Matt’s van what seemed like a couple of
tons of personal gear. Where were the passengers going to sit? No fear, there were still five empty seats and a
separate car would set off a bit later to catch us up the next day.

The trip, somewhat unexpectedly, started in style with an excellent cooked breakfast at Ellenden Farm Shop
near Evesham to sustain us for the 450 hundred mile 8-hour drive north. With four drivers insured this isn’t so
daunting as it sounds. After a couple of short stops en route we reached Aviemore in good time, dined out on
fish & chips and overnighted in a shared dorm in the youth hostel. Before we had set off I had volunteered to
become an ‘honorary bloke’ for the duration of the trip so the lads didn’t have to moderate their behaviour to
accommodate me. One of the consequencies of this was that snoring was to be allowed. I was, therefore, a little
disappointed not be disturbed at all during the night by anything other than some hostellers running up and down
the corridor outside.
By the time we had had breakfasted the next morning and unloaded the boats at the get-in the others had
arrived. There was then a lengthy period of faffing with gear, warming up and entertaining local canines and then
more faffing whilst the ferrying was done. It’s a long ferry to Spey Bay and back but by about 1pm we were ready
to launch. We were on the water at last!

The first section of paddling is quite gentle, tree lined and scenic. A following breeze meant we were able to
make some progress under sail and it wasn’t long before we were stopping for scones and cream at Boat-ofGarten. My image of this being a hard-man’s trip was slowly being eroded! The thought of the approaching
aforementioned storm was troubling me a little so I decided to check the forecast again for an update. It seemed
to have improved greatly until Clive observed that the forecast I was reading out was in fact for Garten in
Germany, not Boat-of-Garten in Scotland. Doh!

The rest of the afternoon passed pleasantly with views opening up and a glance over the shoulders confirming
that the Cairngorm mountains, the playground of my youth, were still there as a backdrop, still reassuringly
stately in their grandeur. We didn’t all sail, and indeed those of us who did, didn’t all use a sail (!) but we made
good progress with an occasional stop to play in some modest waves along the way and for members of the
party to demonstrate their expertise in chopping up firewood with various really quite impressive home-made
implements.
The fishermen along the river seemed friendly. There were quite a few but they seemed generally focussed on
making the most of the final day of the fishing season rather than bemoaning the interruption from passing
boaters. We soon arrived at the basic but homely campsite just off the river at Balliefurth. Various combinations
of camping, tarping and hammocking were employed to ensure a pleasant night under a marvellous starry sky
after, of course, the traditional ‘you can try mine if I can try yours’ whisky-tasting session. I passed on this, and
the cigars, but the atmosphere was convivial and Paul’s roaring campfire provided an excellent gathering point
for the evening’s cooking and conversation.

The next morning dawned with a beautiful calmness and gear was soon stowed back in boats for an 8-30 start
on an enchantingly benign river. It was a shame to break up the reflections but it couldn’t be avoided.

The day was never intended to be 33 miles of paddling but circumstances conspired to make this a logical plan.
The river flows fast so good progress was made with minimal delay at either of the two potential downfalls of the
“Washing Machine”, which was bouncy but toothless, and later the Knockando section which was a little more
toothy. I found not being able to recce the rapids and see what was coming quite daunting. Everyone else knew
what they were doing; they’d done it several times before. But Clive took pity on me and picked a good line down
which I could follow, without incident. (Having softened him up that morning homemade flapjack had paid off).

To be honest I don’t remember much about the falls other than being bounced around quite a bit before
managing to eddy out onto a shingle bank on the right to where I was pleased to note that I wasn’t the only one
emptying surplus water out of my boat! I’d love to have got some video of this section or at least photos but to be
honest, I had getting down upright in mind more than doing any filming. Fortunately Nick had a little more
presence of mind and at least I do have a photo of me going down the Washing Machine. It’s too blurry to see
my expression, which is possibly a good thing although I do in fact remembering feeling quite calm at the time.

At least I think I did. And, as I said before, I knew there would be expert assistance on hand should I need it.
This definitely helped.
The rest of the 33 miles was a doddle. Plenty of riffles and ripply bits, a few rocks to dodge but, today, no
fishermen, the season having ended the day before. There’s plenty to see along the way including some very
photogenic bridges. The last couple of miles felt like I’d done more than enough for the day but we managed to
find a good spot by the side of the river to camp well before dark. As we were only going to be camping for two
nights despite having catered for up to four, some double-rations were consumed. We certainly weren’t short of
food! Discretion precluded a roaring fire this time but we did gather round a stove or two for some communal
discussion and socialising before retiring to our respective tents and tarps at …. errrr …. 8-30pm. Well, it had
been a long day!
The third day dawned dry and we were on the water by 9am for the final, somewhat more amenable 16-miles of
the river down to the sea at Spey Bay. We stopped for a break mid-morning kellykettling session. People kept
warning me about an unexpected rock lurking in the flow round a bend further down the river. Nobody, however,
though to tell me we were there when we eventually got to it. We had become a little spread out and by the time
I saw Graham, ahead, wildly gesticulating to move river left I was already in the flow towards said lurking rock. I
soon realised that evasive action was needed, but didn’t quite appreciate the urgency of this. I naively thought
that the flow would take me where much of the water seemed to be going i.e. left of the rock. I moved up a gear
…. two gears ….. three gears before I realised that what was actually happening was that the rock was in fact
two rocks close together and the water was largely flowing through the small gap between them, sucking me

down along with it. It was too late for evasive action. I turned my boat towards the rock head-on. I wasn’t going
to go over it sideways! In fact I managed to get my weight low in the boat and did a neat little weight-shift left and
weight-shift right and did a neat little bounce first off one rock then off the other, then down the drop to emerge
downstream still pretty dry but to the shouts of, “you were lucky there” from Graham. Good luck or bad luck, I’m
not sure? I could have avoided the obstacle completely had I known it was there a few seconds earlier. After all,
I had been warned more than once to look out for it. Although I didn’t realise it at the time it did in fact turn out to
be bad luck as I had holed the outer skin of my boat to the tune of about £100 repair bill. Oh well, I needed skid
plates anyway!

The nature of the river from here down changed greatly. It became shallower, split with more islands and gravel
banks. Sometimes it wasn’t clear which was the best way to go. The riverbanks were red and sandy in parts
giving the river a whole new look. It started to rain.
We were going to finish the trip after just 2 days paddling (one long day and two half days). I wanted it to go on
longer but there was, remember, a storm coming our way, or so we thought! It actually came to very little. The
final few miles of the paddle would have passed without incident had Clive not decided to distracted Matt S’s
attention to look at a riverside property located just upstream of a tree jutting out across two thirds of the river.
The rest of us managed to avoid the tree. Matt wasn’t so lucky. Yes, he got wet; the only capsize of the trip
(ignoring 2 nearly-moments from Graham) A very efficient rescue ensued and on we went to cover the last half
mile to where the vehicles were parked, adjacent to a lovely café serving wonderful hot chocolate, soup and
cakes. It didn’t take long to land, load, change and order. No names but some had more cake than others!

It would be asking too much of the drivers to take us home the same day so we stopped off in Perth, at a Travel
Lodge and had a final de-briefing at a local Italian style restaurant. A lovely end to a great trip. Thanks guys!
Where to next year?
Sue Tadman [October 2017]
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------PADDLING COMPANIONS:

STATS

Alain Cook

Distance: 63 miles from Aviemore to Spey Bay

Clive Pearson

Grade: a couple of grade 2 sections (could be up to 3 in high water)

Graham Thomas

Time: End of September, one long day and two half days paddling

Matt Rea
Matt Soley

Accommodation: One night in YHA, one night in Travel Lodge, one night camping on basic site
with tap and toilet, one night wild camp

Nick Davis

Food: food taken for up to 4 days (breakfast, snacks, dinner) Only half was used.

Paul Craven

Scenery: 7/10 (probably 9/10 in full autumn colours)
Luxury item: blow-up pillow
Cost: approx £100 (diesel + additional drivers on insurance + 2 nights’ accommodation + 1
camping fee + taxi for ferrying

